Abstract: The purpose of this paper is to describe the current activities, results to date, and future activities of the European Space Agency (ESA) Robust AOCS technology program in support to the Phase A of BIOMASS, candidate as Earth Explorer Core Mission 7. Due to the specificity of the chosen BIOMASS configuration this activity is driven by the expected interaction between the large flexible reflector antenna structure and its attitude control system. Currently ESA has developed a technology program to enable the capabilities of integrating the structural sizing and control system design in order to avoid interactions problems. The objective is the development of an Integrated Modeling, Control and Analysis framework IMCA: it incorporates uncertainty modeling via LFT's, robustness analysis via the Structured Singular Value µ and various robust control synthesis techniques such as H ∞ and µ methods. This framework results as natural multivariable extensions of the classical Bode frequency domain techniques. It shall be integrated with a structural design loop into an unified computational framework to exploit control structures interactions in order to increase the spacecraft capabilities, such as better pointing stability, and to improve the overall design when compared to the traditional approach. In the execution of this program two parallel activities will be presented, respectively one by Astrium Limited, UK, and the other by ThalesAlenia Space (TAS), Italy.
INTRODUCTION
The assessment studies ("Phase 0") of the BIOMASS Earth Explorer Core mission, devoted to global measurements of forest biomass and extent, has resulted in various technical challenges. Since the satellite must accommodate a very large P-band antenna on its platform, the effects of structural dynamics on the satellite motion can not be neglected.
High precision pointing control design for flexible spacecraft with large appendages requires special care, in particular when loop interactions and structural uncertainties are into play. These are caused by disturbances on the main body due to the motion of appendages causing severe rigid body flex interactions affecting the pointing performance.
The most widely applied control techniques are classical single-loop frequency design techniques. Among the sequential loop single axis design approaches, PID (Proportional Integrative Derivative) control is the most frequently selected architecture for the rigid body control complemented with some Gain and/or Phase compensation to attenuate the flexible modes. The traditional approach is to design low-pass filters and notch filters to suppress the resonant peaks of the dominant flexible modes. Then, it is often necessary to add a series of filters in order to bring the stability margin to an acceptable level taking into account system degradations. Although the filter tuning process is known to be intuitive, it is labour intensive while the multivariable robustness margins are not guaranteed: this is especially the case when there are loop couplings and the Attitude and Orbit Control System (AOCS) control bandwidth overlaps the natural frequencies of the open-loop structural flexible modes.
Aside from the non-negligible difficulty of simultaneously carrying out vibration suppression and precision manoeuvres and/or pointing of the overall structure, three major problems arise when designing controllers for linear dynamical models of flexible satellites:
• Availability of the full-state output vector (or its estimate): in most practical situations, only a lowdimensioned output vector is available, leading to difficulties for the estimation algorithms and associated feedback control laws; • Truncation errors and spill over effects: neglected known and unknown structural modes, reduced-order controller imply a reduction in computational burden but may destabilize higher-order modes (Chiang (2008) Ketner (1989) . Weaknesses were evidenced due to robustness problems when CSI are not accounted. This has resulted into NASA's Controls-Structures Interaction program NASA (1990) with the application of robust multivariable techniques in combination with a structural optimisation loop to overcome the difficulties encountered by the classical mono-disciplinary single-loop design approach, demonstrating to dramatically improve performance (4 times) without having to sacrify weight penalties.
Performance robustness is known to be a major driver for the design and validation of the AOCS for a substantial range of satellites with CSI effects. To ensure and design safe AOCS behaviour it is not sufficient to have only a detailed nominal Finite Element Method (FEM) NASTRAN model. For the detection of worst-case conditions these FEM models are used for the verification of the closed loop robustness via Monte Carlo simulations for a number of satellite configurations. However, the approach as such, may lead to potential hidden problems since it does not provide exploitation of the full robustness space, nor full coverage of the parameter space. Moreover, in order to be able to design for robustness, robust modeling, analysis and synthesis tools must be used as in Chiang (2008) . The role of uncertainty modeling and its contribution must be incorporated in the structural model to provide full coverage as well as a detailed representation and insight of the dynamical interaction and degradation mechanisms.
Software toolsets for Linear Fractional Transformations (LFT) modeling permit to develop computational models for flexible structures that reflect in a detailed fashion the uncertainty mechanisms as induced by parametric variations such as mass, inertia, centre of gravity, participation matrix, damping and modal frequency. The value of LFT models and µ-analysis were demonstrated on the SPOT and METOP satellites which experienced substantial CSI problems. Uncertainty models have been developed to revisit the high-accuracy pointing mode in order to establish the origin of robustness problems due to the rotating solar array (Beugnon (2003); Frappard (1999) ). µ-analysis revealed certain worst-case parameter perturbations not detected by the structure specialists due to the non-trivial mode configuration and interaction. Bodineau (2006) ). The successful industrialization of these techniques have been reported in Charbonnel (2010) and are now widely used in design activities at all stages of the development phases Bennani (2010) . Nevertheless, the above reported successes were made in individual parts of the design process, fragmented either in modeling, analysis or synthesis but not in an integrated and interdisciplinary fashion, motivating the need for this current technology research program.
The main objective of the study presented is to perform an AOCS design cycle from an integrated control-structures approach with application to the BIOMASS EO flexible satellite concepts in order to derive a non conservative pointing budget with optimized structural properties. A clear methodology shall be developed for the integrated structural modeling of the satellite dynamics with the attitude control design, with particular care on the interactions and impacts of the satellite structural design on the system level objectives. It shall combine the structural design with the integration of novel modeling, analysis and synthesis toolsets provided by the latest results from robust multivariable control to respond and match in a more efficient way the AOCS system needs. Then, the study shall provide engineering means to manage uncertainty from structural models in order to provide more robust and less conservative design margins while pushing the performance envelope despite of mass constraints. The study shall develop an integrated modeling, design and verification process that allows to size and optimally tradeoff in a multi-disciplinary fashion:
• the structural configuration of EO satellites, with specific reference to the BIOMASS mission; • the correct choice of actuators and sensors;
• the optimal and robust AOCS control tuning in order to meet at system level high performance pointing specifications.
This process shall be based on the IMCA framework which will be further detailed in Section 3. The IMCA framework shall exploit theoretically well-founded techniques and tools that provide coherent interfaces between the system specification, the design process and the verification phase to provide gap-free process integration. The BIOMASS benchmark shall compare and evaluate:
• the classical baseline control solution with respect to the novel IMCA control solution, • the classical modeling, design and analysis processes with respect to the novel IMCA processes, • the classical control design solution itself shall be included and developed in this study as a baseline for benchmarking the novel processes and their products. The study has to provide metrics for design performance as well as for process comparison.
The outline of the paper is as follows: Section 2 gives an overview on the BIOMASS satellite reflector concept for which it is expected to encounter significant CSI effects, Section 3 focuses on the IMCA framework and Section 4 will briefly describe the industrial studies and their timeline.
STUDY CASE: THE BIOMASS P-BAND SAR SATELLITE
Three different satellite concepts were studied during the Phase 0 of BIOMASS (ESA (2008) In late 2010, the Preliminary Concept Review of BIOMASS Phase A has identified and addresses in terms of performance a new baseline, after a comparative investigation of DRA concepts and large reflector configurations. The outcome can be summarized in the following points:
• the SAR antenna shall be a reflector of ca. 12 x 12 m 2 , projected dimensions in azimuth and elevation (example in Fig. 1); • orbit altitude around 600 km;
• the satellite shall be compatible with VEGA fairing;
• instrument pointing strategies shall be used in order to reach (as goal) the 25-days Repeat Cycle.
Therefore, the structure flexibility remains a major issue both for planar array and reflector, and must be incorporated early enough in the design of the attitude control system to assess its impact on requirements such as pointing accuracy, system robustness and reaction wheel use.
THE CO-DESIGN FRAMEWORK
The design steps necessary for H ∞ and µ− based robust modeling, analysis and control design as shown in Fig. 2 and further presented in (Chiang (2005 ), Chiang (2008 ), define an integrated methodology for AOCS design of flexible spacecraft. This is reflected in the development of an integrated modeling, control design and analysis framework, called IMCA, to be developed according to the following processes:
• Performance modeling (P1): it maps the system needs and system specifications (SSP) into mathematically coherent design specifications (DSP);
Fig. 2. Integrated AOCS design methodology
• LFT and uncertainty modeling (P2): it is conceived as a physically scalable multi-resolution (structural models, MCI, actuators, sensors) modeling process that incorporates explicitly the effect of System Uncertainty Models (SUM). The tool shall be able to: · derive the LFT models from FEM/structural model; · provide efficient synthesis models (for the purpose of control design) that systematically include the effects of structural deformations and their uncertainties and other subsystem effects; · develop efficient and reliable analysis models (evaluation model) for the validation of the resulting design.
• System Analysis (P3): this process shall be able to perform analysis using LFT derived from P2, robust stability (RS) and robust performance (RP). In particular the worst-case analysis process, together with a novel simulation-based worst-case analysis process (P5), has to provide guaranteed and tight indicators (i.e. mass and attitude performance margins) reflecting the design specifications (DSP).
• Control Synthesis (P4): the process shall perform H ∞ and µ-synthesis (Ohtani (2008) ) to cope with the robust performance design objective. It has to provide control solution incorporating design specifications (DSP) commonly affected by uncertainty (SUM).
• Validation &Verification (P5): in support to the modeling, control design and analysis, a high fidelity simulation and evaluation model shall be developed for V&V purposes. The V&V tools have to: · simulate the 6 DOF full coupled dynamics of each satellite concept; · include all the significant subsystem models (e.g. sensors, actuators, bus, flexible appendages, solar array) and environmental perturbation sources; · perform worst-case Monte Carlo analysis; · perform worst-case analysis with global optimization.
Furthermore, in order to be able to cycle between structural design and control in order to obtain an optimized, less conservative and validated control solution, the modeling part P2 is interfaced with structural modeling as shown in Fig. 3 . Here the emphasis is on the efficient Several iterations between the above design steps are performed by adjusting at system component performance and uncertainty levels trade-off in order to produce an overall AOCS system-level optimized outcome.
ON-GOING INDUSTRIAL ACTIVITIES
The above mentioned ESA internal study (Bennani (2010) ) has been recognized as fundamental for supporting the BIOMASS Phase A. Therefore ESA has awarded two studies (through open tender competition), respectively to ThalesAlenia Space and Astrium Limited as primes, whose concepts are described in the following sections.
ThalesAlenia Space study concept
Given the BIOMASS system definition resulting from a Phase A definition study independently founded by ESA, ThalesAlenia Space proposes the development of a study framework with the following objectives:
• support synthesis models with variable complexity;
• help the control design engineer to find the best (just required) synthesis model and the corresponding control law to meet robust performance evaluated on the validation model; • if required, give some recommendation to formulate new (parametric robustness) specifications and/or to resize some structural design parameters.
As a result, the study logic is outlined in Fig. 4 , where P1 to P5 refer to the 5 steps previously defined in Section 3.
In the first step of the study, by means of the well-known structural tool NASTRAN, the structural model of the spacecraft is defined, which, together with models for the relevant AOCS components and for the uncertainties affecting the system, forms the basic objective of this study. In parallel, performance and robustness requirements are defined. Subsequently, at step 2, the controloriented mathematical model of the plant is defined by • the design model is constructed, flexible mode per flexible mode (starting from the rigid model); • the controller is designed based on the design model;
• the controller is validated on the validation model (from the robust performance point of view). If the robust performance is not met the analysis tool must provide the worst case configuration and the critical flexible mode (or more generally the critical dynamic sub-system) to be taken into the design model. The LFT model of the whole satellite is post-processed, based on model-reduction techniques, to extract the rigid model, which is required to initialise the IMCA procedure. The synthesis step is then performed on the current multiobjective standard 2 ports problem depicted in Fig. 6 , in order to provide the current controller based on Hinfinity and µ-synthesis. When µ-synthesis is used, model reduction techniques can be used during the design to keep the order of the controller as small as possible, for sake of an easier implementation. Robustness analysis is used to validate the current controller on the full uncertain model and to provide, if required, the most critical flexible mode to be taken into account in the next iteration. µ-analysis is the main analysis tool in order to assess the achievement of the robust performance and stability objectives, even when the controller design step is performed using techniques different from µ-synthesis. However, different (more classical) metrics can also be taken into account. The IMCA iteration loop can subsequently be closed: model construction based on reduction techniques is implemented to build, from the whole uncertain model, a new model representative of the current model and the flexible mode isolated by the robustness analysis.
Finally, verification and validation activities (step V ) are carried out on a high-fidelity E2E simulator.
Astrium Limited approach
Driven by the need on one side, the AOCS design encompasses performances objective like noise/disturbances rejection or stability of the line of sight, but also robustness objectives like phase/gain margins whatever the uncertainties. On the other side, structural design is driven by very different constraints − e.g. launch constraints, thermo-elastic constraints and material specification − with the objective of mass minimisation. The Integrated Control Structures design is formulated as an equivalent optimisation problem to define both control and structural parameters with some constraints and some objectives.
The first step is then the definition of the design parameters (e.g. panel skin thickness) that will be tuned by the ICS approach once the structure geometry is set. We should distinguish the design parameters concept from the uncertainty parameters concept (e.g. model damping). Indeed the first ones represent a real change in the structural design, although not geometrical, whereas the second ones represent the confidence we have on the model with respect to the real structure and are contributors of the control robustness. In the latter case the parameter has a narrower limit of variability and more importantly its real value can be any value in its limits. We will be able to model these uncertainties thanks to Craig-Bampton fixed boundary modal model [M ] , [K] , [C] and the LFT models.
There may be several approaches to solving the ICS problem: the Astrium solution considers, as most promising, Fig. 7 . Astrium Ltd concept of integrated co-design framework Fig. 8 . Astrium Ltd concept of the IMCA framework to solve the optimisation problem upon the minimisation of a global cost function, as explained in Fig. 7 . The scheme is divided into two parts: the first part is related to the structure objectives (e.g. mass minimization and/or design structure cost) and the second part stands for the AOCS objectives (e.g. control authority or consumption minimization). The structural (design) parameters are optimised such that either the obtained structure meets structural constraints (e.g. launch constraints), or a controller exists that meets the AOCS specifications. In this process, NASTRAN is used to compute a numerical model of the satellite for some values of the design parameters. Analytical symbolic LFT models, derived from the NAS-TRAN one, will serve as representations of the uncertain satellite dynamics.
The LFT models will be used for both the control synthesis and analysis as shown in Fig. 8 , reporting the overall process as implemented from P1 to P5. The synthesis relies on H ∞ (and µ-synthesis if necessary) methods to take into account the AOCS constraints, whereas the verification of the AOCS performances is based on Monte Carlo and worst-case analysis (µ-analysis) including simulationbased worst-case analysis using global optimisation tools (Wang (2009) ).
Program overview
The activity has started in December 2010, the Preliminary Design Review was held in January 2011 during which the IMCA framework was defined for both studies. Currently Critical Design Review is expected in Summer 2011 with a first iteration of the IMCA framework on the BIOMASS system. Subsequently a detailed design is conducted to finalise the optimisation and co-design activities. The final review is expected 12 month after the start of the activity and shall provide recommendations to the end of the Phase A BIOMASS project, in order to prepare accordingly the mission selection in early 2012.
CONCLUSION
This paper has presented the ESA technology program activity Modern Attitude Control of Earth Observation Satellites with Large Flexible Elements aiming at performing a multi-disciplinary design between the structure and control disciplines due expected CSI effects.
To that end the IMCA framework has been presented with the perspective to derive optimized structure-control BIOMASS systems serving as input to the BIOMASS Phase B project. Two parallel studies are ongoing and the current status has been reported. The outcome of both activities, in terms of process and achieved design goals shall be presented at the end of the activity.
